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., went on to take his Bachelor of Science degree with distinction in Phy-

.,, 

sics. But he found time to participate in student government, and in 

the activities of the Dramatic Society and the Students' Christian 

Association. He took part, too, in various sports; and enjoyed, above 

all, long hikes and camping trips in the mountain areas of Natal. 

Pok-1 
However, his reputation as a --.fttee had a genuine foundation. 

"' 
Between the ages of seventeen and twenty-one he published fifteen poems --

several of them substantial pieces, two humorous dramas -- one of them 

in verse -- and also some prose, in the Natal University College 

Magazine. Only the two dramas and two or three of the poems fall into 

~l(,.J 
that category connnonly characterist~c of~,eg-e literary magazines: 

~ 

pieces written to amuse or satRize a campus coterie, such as a literary, 

or dramatic, society. The remainder of the poems share a growing mastery 

of a variety of lyric forms, and a rhythmic fluency, unusual in a 

beginning poet. The earliest, compare more than favourably with the 

extant youthful poems of many poets of established reputation. They 

~,J 

are, for example more competent in execution then the earliest 
,, 
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surviving poems of Wilfred Owen. 

These poems manifest varied moods and subject matter, but with two 

exceptions, they give no hint of the writer's African background. Like 

the poems of all beginning poets who attempt traditional forms, they are 

~~•~-::!,) 
imitative o~ poets who have used these forms;~ in mood and subject 

they also fit into the English anthology alongside the poets Paton 

admired. That is to say, in reading them, one is conscious of Keats, 

Handy, or Browning hovering in the background -- and the prevalence of 

dramatic monologue frequently evokes the latter -- rather than of a local 

sense of some South African theme or setting. What these poems do show, 

however, in addition to a fluent facility with language, is a sense of 

what constitutes a line of poetry quite unusual in beginning poets, a 

fine ear for rhythm, and a sense of "plot," or the ability to unfold 

a story with economy. 

The earliest of these poems, a sonnet published pseudononymously 

when he was seventeen, while admittedly youthful, shows, nevertheless, 

some facility with the Petrarchan form, and also his typical preference 



for dramatic characterizat!i..Dn as subject-matter: 

To a Picture 

He gazes on me with his long-dead eyes, 

And dumbly strives to tell me how he died, 

And shows the hill-stabbed dagger in his side; 

I see mad terror there; the murd'rous cries 

Draw near more near -- half-tottering he tries 

To reach the door -- one step! -- "unbar, 'tis I." 

But none unbar -- I hear the broken cry, 

I see the mirrored anguish in his eyes. 

So conjure I the tale; the faded print 

Hangs on the bedroom wall, and there I see 

Those wild eyes ever gazing on my bed. 

They lead me to strange wanderings; what hint, 

What sign, what tragic muteness will there be 

In mine own eyes, when they do find me dead? 

"UBI. It 
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The following year, at eighteen~ he published, and acknowledged by 

signing them, a pair of sonnets eontrasting in metrical pace that show 

a marked advance in formal skill o:u:er "To a Picture." The first is 

lyrically musical: 



,rFar out the waves are calling, Marguerite, 

And listlessly they wander to and fro • •. " 
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The second is a dramatic monologue, imitative of Browning; and, indeed, 

since Paton's writing at this time displays flashes of sharp wit, even an 

intentional parody of Browning. This sonnet, "Give me my sword -- and 

gird it on, my son," is spoken by an aged, sightless warrior who recalls 

his prowess in battle through touching the 'hacked edge of his sword 

blade: 

••This dint? That was the crest old Guntrum wore, 

Shouting, "Hast prayed?'" -- Old Guntrum prayed no more, 

I clove him to the horse he rode upon, 

'Tis broken here; some fool lord with a sneer 

On his fool face, couched lance and rode on me . 

We met and shuddered as two mighty ships 

That meet in fog at night in some dark sea. 

What sayest thou, son? Poor fool didst thou not hear? 

Could my lord sneer, when my lord had no li~ ?" 

" le-Ir A , '>Vj 
C # 

Another pseudonymous early poem, ~ b ~g rhythm and chfming rhymes, 

may illustrate that pleasure in the sheer mus~cality of language that 

never seems to have deserted Paton. This poem, 11The Sea," apparently 
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derived hmm Poe's "'The Bells, ,r has fifty-two lines of which the follow-

ing are a sample: 

"'Yet they're treach'rous are the billows of the sea. 

They are cold and green and cruel under nights black 

driving skies, 

As savagely they ravage at the rampart that defies, 

With a cold and cruel crooning o'er the wretch 

that by them dies, 

Miserably . 

. In two poems written in his eighteenth and nineteenth years Paton 

steps out from the purely literary confines of the English anthology on 

(j}) & to the landscape of Natal. 

l,.o., 
Both are, presumably, products of his lone 

1\ 

camping trips. The first, "Ladysmith . (Midnight on the Battlefields.),'r 

is dated, '"Ladysmith, July 13th, 1921." It is an elegaic lyric in the 

manner of Housman, addressed to a young soldier killed near the town of 

Ladysmith where the Boer forces beseiged the British during the Boer 

War. The emotion in the poem is directed not towards the cause of 

either warring party, but to the fallen young soldier who, significantly, 

is not identified as either Boer or British. The sixth, and final, 
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quatrain, beginning like all the others with the refrain "Art lonely, 

son?" runs as follows: 

'"Art lonely son? the moon will pale, 

And o'er the hills come Dawn for thee, 

See, son, these wild veld-flowers I take 

And twine them on the cross of thee." 

The second poem set in the Natal landscape is a ballad of a night train: 

"Song of the Northward-Bound." This ballad of a lonely camper in the 

veld, composed in a pattern of ten well-paced, four-, five-, and six-line 

stanzas, is set in the vicv1-nity of Colenso, scene of a battle where the 

Boer forces defeated the British in Natal under General Buller: 

Aye, oft in the hills of the thorn-tree belt 

I have heard the Northbound call. 

But where they sleep on the lonely veld 

It sounds the saddest of all. 

Dark, and a wind that rustles by me 

In the mist of a weary rain. 

Dark, and the dead that sleep by me 

In the sleep of Colenso plain. 

Here again, as in "Ladysmith" the recollection of the Boer Was raises no 
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hint of provincial patriotism to Natal. 

None of the poems, written in his twentieth and twenty-first years 

return to these local settings or themes. They deserve notice, however, 

in their own right; for they reveal the poet's development in his craft. 
p 'I 

Two of these, "Old Til\11 and "Feli~ '", are sustained dramatic monologues 

" 
that skilfully unfold the speaker's story. "Feli~'," composed of twenty 

quatrains rhyming~_,!5'£:.:ef, has a Spanish or Spanish American setting. 
, / 

"Old Til,ir which has its setting in Norse mythology, contains four 

characters. In theme and manner it recalls Matthew Arnold; and it shows 

greater poetic maturity and competence than any of the other undergraduate 

poems. 

Two other poems in contrasting style that appeared together in 

Paton's final year at college will serve to illustrate the range he 

attained in ven(~fication. :-C The first of these, a sonnet, "I saw them 

playing with their bauble, Earth, 11 is the only one of his poems of thlis 

period with a specifically religious theme. It has three characters, 

Plague, Death, and M:lmnx:>n, let loose on earth. But it concludes with 
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writers, particularly those of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

ti£ 
century, whdlf:-e work was more or less contemporary. For a Natal - born 

I'-

young man of British descent, they show exceptional restraint, and 

tolerance, when they advert to the Boer War; but, interestingly enough,' 

.f!!J they are silent on the theme of tribal African life, even though their 

author had frequently hiked and camped in the vicinity of Zululand and 

\!- f.. 6--'i-~-~.,,, f -r·,. -...... 

scattered African tribal reserves . In this regardA' Arthur Jarvises 

'!Private Essay on the Evolution of a South African," in Cry, the 

Beloved Country is evocative: "One can ride, as I rode when I was a 

boy, over green hills and into great valleys . One can see, as I saw 

when I was a b&y, the reserves of the Bantu people and see nothing of 

what was happening there at all . • • It is only as one grows up that one 

learns there are other things here than sun and gold and oranges." 

V 

In 1924 the students of Natal University College selected Paton to 

represent them at an Imperial Student Conference meeting in Britain to 
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consider ways to promote world peace through international understanding. 

In his first report he indicated that the trend of student thought was 

naway from the idea of a great and mighty Empire," united by ties of 

blood and race, towards something "far ,tiner . • . a Connnonwealth of 

Nations.rr He found this view was consistent with South African student 

outlook, "because of the necessity of moderate Dutch and moderate British 

opinion meeting on the same ground; •t and he felt that the newly founded 

National Union of South African Students (NUSAS), embracing, as it then 

did, students from both English-medium and Afrikaans-medium universities, 

would contribute much to South African unity. He promised an account in 

his next report, of " debates on the Indian and native questions, which 

are of such tremendous importance to Natal;" and concluded with this 

exhortation to the President of the Student Council: "Meanwhile, Sir, 

you can do much to weld the whites of South Africa into one race of 

South Africans, who support the Empire because they believe it can 

achieve much." 

His second report shows concern for the necessity of retaining the 
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concluded, Paton undertook a fairly extensive tour of Britain that inclu-

ded visits to such places of literary association as Tintern Abbey and 

I , • [ .. ,, j ,,, I• 

Stratford-on-Avon . 

On his return to Natal Paton took up his first teaching assignment 

as a teacher of mathematics at Ixopo High School. Ixopo is a small rural 

corrnnunity 

j . ' I I I 
) 

situated in 
I 

'-.. I /, / 
I r, I, ··~ 

that part of the Natal escarpment that he has 

described in The Land and People of South Africa as the most beautiful 

countryside in the world. Spurred by the locale, and,he thinks, by the 

Rogue Herries novels set in the English Lake district, he undertook two 

or three novels of the white South African farming community in the 

vicinity of Ixopo. 

VI 

Shortly after Paton went to teach at Ixopo High School his path 

crossed that of a man who was to have a profound effect on the course of 

his life both as a writer and man of affairs . This was Jan Hendrik 

Hofmeyr, Deputy Prime Minister of South Africa prior to the Nationalist 


